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QSNBRAL INFORMATION

The claim group, of which the above 8 claims-': - v . : -^v v-':'';';. v; :"v'"^', ;:- ;:; 'v.tf 
form the central portion, lies in the north-eastern portion of

Township 161, District of Algoma, about 10 miles north of 

Blind River, Ontario. The claims on which the geological 

survey was carried out lie between the northern portion of 

Moon Lake and Little Moon Lake.

The property is easily reached by taking the Mavineuda 

Lako Road from Blind River to the northern tip of Matinenda 

T,ake, thence by boat up Katineuda Lake through itoon Creek, 

into Moon Lake.

The claim gfoup which consists of 27 unpatented 

claims numbered SSU 26111 - 26116 incl., 26852 - 26854 incl., 

25727 - 25744 incl., was staked in August 1953 by the 

Musaelwhite Brothers for Moneta Mining Co. Ltd. They put 

down a series of 14 pits over a distance of about l mile 

on radioactive-conglomerate beds within a arkosic grit 

horizon.

The property was optioned in the spring of 1954 

by Sapphire Petroleum Ltd., which company further invest 

igated the radioactive conglomerate beds with a series of 

5 short drill holes averaging 15 feet in length, conducted 

a geological survey over the nost promising section and 

had the remainder of the claim group explored by airborne 

sointillometer.
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^^J^irelsks'bf^JXme, 1954. Achained base line.

Hfroi^bn toLittle 'Moon Lake -and chained;'cross ;lines;;were;|f ̂ jj^^
S^bjit^at right angles to this base line, usually at 200 ft ; ' '"^
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r^v. TOPOGKAPHT

^fM A hill, 320 ft. in height, extends in a north-

v ' westerly direction between moon and little moon lakes. The
fe-" : ,- : .:

north-easterly face of the hill is quite precipitous, 

li falling offinto low swampy ground in a i - hundred feet. 

The south-westerly flank is usually nore gentle and gen 

erally talus strewn.

TABLE OF FORMATIONS 

Cnnozoio

Pleistocene and Recent:- Glacial drift, talus and
sand.

Pre-Cambrian

Keweenawan Nipissing:- Diabase, gabbro, and assoc 
iated rooks.

Bruce - Misslssagi:- (1) Arkosic grits, quartzite
and conglomerate beds.

(2) Fine-grained, light-grey 
quartzite grading to 
argillite.

Algoman:- Granite and granitlzod greenstone.
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Unfortunately most of the granite exposures are
'"- ' . '" ' '-' *- ' -~-. ~- ~" ; '" 'J'"""- ' v .' " .'\ • '.'•' . - ,-' - '

on the extremely steep north flank of the hill, so that 

only those out crops at the top and bottom of the hill 

could be examined with any degree of thoroughness. At the 

base of the hill and in the talus, the granite was seen to 

be composed almost entirely of coarsely crystalline pink 

orthoclase and quartze. The south-eastern exposures of the 

gtanite, particularly those near the crest of the hill 

exhibit quantities varying from a few percent to as high 

as 50# of erromagnesium minerals, principally a pyroxene, 

fho outline of the granite basement complex on 

tho north-west flank of the hill can be seen from a hill 

about i mile north. From this vantage point the contact of 

the granite and the overlying sediments can be followed 

fairly well, rising at a flat angle from the vicinity of 

Little Moon Lake to a peak midway between the two lakes 

and falling off again at a flat anglo (about 15^ tov/ard 

Moon Lake.

Miasissagi;

Within the area surveyed tho granite is over 

lain to the south by light grey quartzites, which are in 

turn overlain by arkosic grits.

The first of these hroizons where exposed in 

the central portion of the sourthern slope of the hill is 

found to be usually thick-bedded (in the order of 8 to 6 ft.)



A composed ofdanse fine-grained light grey to white quart 

zite. At the south-eastern extremity of the area this horizon
, . : - . ''' ''. " ' . ' ' ' - ' . - "" - .' .' '' ~' 1 -- . ' . - - ' : -''1*-1 '.'

is seen to grade upward into a grey, argillaceous quartzite. 

Both exhibit a suboonohoidal fracture.

The arkosic grits which overlie the above mentioned 

argillaceous quartzites generally have a faint yellow, or yellow- 

green tone. They are composed of coarse quartz grains with 

smaller (10# to 25#) anounts of white-weathering feldspar 

grains. Bedding is usually difficult to ascertain in this 

horizon; a few sections exhibit cross bedding.

While the sediments north of the granite are lith- 

ologioally identical to those to the south, it is belieged 

that the arkosic grits which cropy out hero represent the 

top of this horizon, the base of which is seen on the hill- 

topto the sourth and that the fine-grained light grey quart 

zite which occurs north of the arkosic grits is a second 

quartzite bed stratigraphically above the arkosic grits.

Within thts arkosic grit horizon are many conglomerate 

lenses. A majority of these lenses are inches in breadth 

and but several feet in length. The largest lense exposed 

averages 3 feet in thickness and could be traced for 50 feet 

in length. The conglomeratee leses are corapsed of well- 

rounded, generally pea-sized white quartz pebbles in a 

quartzite or arkosic ground mass. A few fine hairlike seams 

and occasional elongate patches of pyrite (up to l inch in 

thickness) are usually found within the conglomerate beds.
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Tiro dykes are exposed in the surveyed area, one on 

the hilltop, the other In the northern portion In the valley 

which connects Moon Lake with Little Moon Lake. Both exhibit 

normal fine-grained dyke contacts and are in composition 

and texture essentially gabbros or basalts. Only very occas 

ionally could ophitic texture be seen.

Cenozoic ;
The hilltop and slopes are covered with the normal 

assemblage of glacial boulders and ncre recent scree from 

the weathering of the underlying rocks. The valley floor to 

the north is covered with a mixture of talus, glacial debris 

and clays. A thin mantle of sand occasionally overlies this 

accumulation on the shore of Moon Lake.

STRUCTURE

Generally speaking the sediments strike east-west 

and dip flatly at angles varying from 10?to 250 to the north 

The sole exceptions are (1) near the northern diabaee dyke 

in the light grey guartzite and (2) within the arkosic grits 

on the summit of the hill.

This suggested that the anomalous dips which all 

occur near the diabse have been caused by the intrusion of 

the diabase. The small synclinal structure on the hilltop,

||T:' !
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la not:" evident a few hundred f eet; to ; the .•ast) and; west '1^ 

probably,caused by an irregularity in the granite'basement v 

underlies the rook surface very closely at this point. 

It Is believed that the steep northern edge of the 

hill represents a fault plane whic^, e^rikes 140O magnetic 

and dips vertically. The magnitude of movement on this fault 

is not known: a calculated ques* would be that the movement 

is principally vertical and probably several hundred feet.

ECONOMIC GBOLOGY

Most of the pits and all drill hole intersections 

of any esonomic signifigance were sampled. The amount of 

uranium within these radioactive conglomerate beds has- 

been found to be under .02^ U^Oe chemical. The uranium is 

usually accompanied by an equal or slighMy greater 

quantity of thorium.
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Geologiste.
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Tpl'SJfFHlRE PETROLEUMS LTD. 
^ '! KINO STREET !tAST. 

.TORONTO, Cnt-rio.

tori AIRBORNE SCINTILLOMETER (MARK VI) SURVEY ON

MINKRAL CLAIMS (25727 - 25744 ) (26111 - 26116) (25727. - 25744) 

Enclosed Line Cherts for 40 miles of continuous recordings* 

.There Has an additional J hours on contour flying on meter

readings*

Plying conducted June 11 and 12, 1954*
Total amount ** 11250.00

. R. Sohaller. P. Eng. (Ont.)
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REMARKS

FLIGHT LINES 400 F T. A P ART-FLOWN JUNE 11 a 12 1 54.

B

1.4 B'

B'

NSTRUMENT- SC IN T l L LOME T E R (MARK VI) -6 l O 

ALTITUDE- 300' AIR SPEED- UOJJOM.PH.

RECORDER S P E E D - l 2" PER MINUTE.

FLIGHT LINES MARKED l T028,

AREA BETWEEN LINES 9 TO 2 6 ADDITIONAL CONTOUR FLYING. 

NORMAL BACKGROUND RADIATION CALCULATED 

BETWEEN LINES O TO 7 IN LOW AREAS.

O

STRENGTH MARKED ON ANOMALIES IN DI GATES

NUMBER OF TIMES NORMAL BACKGROUND

MI.

S GALE T : t OOO*

AIR P HOTOS A 9351-7 - 9

SAPPHIRE PETROLEUMS LTD.
TORONTO

AIRBORNE RADIOACTIVITY SURVEY OF MOON LAKE

HOLDINGS BLIND RIVER

41J07NW0e84 0029AI T IMMERMANS 200

ONTARIO.
BY 

AEROSlNT EXPLORATION SYNDICATE
283 WILDWOOD PA RK   W l N N l P C O .

OPERATIONS CONDUCTED BY R.J.R.8CHALLER P.ENO.

JUNE 14. 19 64.
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